7 Alarm Vibrating Pillbox
SKU 793405

Care and
Use Guide
7 Alarm Pill Reminder
Helps simplify complex
dosing schedules.
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Congratulations on the purchase of your new e-pill® 7 Alarm Vibrating
Pillbox (SKU 793405). Please familiarize yourself with its’ many useful
features and read through the following instructions before you begin
to use it. This product is for adult use only. Keep away from children.
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Display at a glance
Time
It is 8:32 AM.

Missed Pill
Compartment 1 was
not acknowledged on
time and is displayed
as a Missed Pill.

Next Alarm
At 10:00 AM the Vibrate and
Audible Alarm will activate and
remind me to take pills from
compartment 3.

Acknowledge
Pressing the number 3 turns off the alarm
and the device displays the Next Alarm.(if any)

Before you begin
Read All Instructions
This item is intended for adult use only. Keep
medications/supplements away from children.
Do not use near water. Do not use for other
than the intended purpose. Save these
instructions.

Getting started
Install AAA Batteries in back of Timer as shown. You are now
ready select initial settings.

AAA
AAA
Setting Vibrate
and Audio Alarms

1. Slide (A) to

or

to turn Vibrate alarm on or off.

2. Slide (B) to

or

to turn audible alarm on or off.

To Set Time
1. Press (A) and

will appear on the display.

2. Choose (B) Hrs & Min.

Clock

3. Press (A) again to confirm.

If the AM indicator is
not displayed, the
Time is PM.
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Back Lite
Press to enhance display
for up to 16 seconds.

To Set Alarm
1. Press (C) and
will appear on the display. The alarms
1-7 that are enabled will display and the lowest numbered
alarm will begin blinking.
2. For each alarm you wish to set, press a Number Key and
set the Alarm Time by using (B) Hrs & Min keys.
3. Press (C) to confirm your Alarms and exit Set Alarm mode.

To Use Alarm
When a programmed Alarm goes off, it will blink. The Sound
and Vibrator may also go on. This is reminding you to take the
dose you scheduled for that time and stored in the
corresponding compartment. Acknowledge this by pressing
the corresponding Number key.
If the Alarm is not acknowledged, Sound and Vibrator will stop
after 10 minutes. Alarm will continue to blink. If it is still not
acknowledged for up to 1 hour, it will be marked with a X. This
indicates you have missed the time you had scheduled to take
your dose.
The Next Alarm will be displayed after a Missed Alarm or an
acknowledgment. If there are no more Alarms for the day, 0:00
Alarm Time will be displayed.

Helpful hints
Press any Number Key for quick view of that Alarm Time.
Alarm times are in 10 Min intervals to speed up process.
To set Alarm to ZERO, press number twice during Alarm Time
set up process.
At midnight, 1st Alarm of the day will be displayed. All Missed
pills are reset.

Notes

Authorized Reseller

e-pill, LLC
49 Walnut Street, Bldg. 4
Wellesley, MA 02481 USA
1-800-549-0095 | www.epill.com
Manufacturer

eNNOVEA, LLC
2030 Dividend Drive
Columbus, OH 43228
1-513-445-5659 | www.ennovea.com
© eNNOVEA, LLC
VitaCarry ® is a US registered trademark.
Designed in USA. Made in China.
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Tested to comply
with FCC standards

Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty
eNNOVEA LLC will repair or replace any product that fails to operate as promised
as a result of defective materials or assembly for a period of one year. Damages
caused by mis-use, negligence or accidents are not covered under this warranty.
Item should be returned to eNNOVEA, LLC with proof of purchase, postage
prepaid and description of problem.

